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ACTIVITY DISCLAIMER

The material presented here is being made available by the American Academy of Family Physicians for educational purposes only. Please note that medical information is constantly changing; the information contained in this activity was accurate at the time of publication. This material is not intended to represent the only, nor necessarily best, methods or procedures appropriate for the medical situations discussed. Rather, it is intended to present an approach, view, statement, or opinion of the faculty, which may be helpful to others who face similar situations.

The AAFP disclaims any and all liability for injury or other damages resulting to any individual using this material and for all claims that might arise out of the use of the techniques demonstrated therein by such individuals, whether these claims shall be asserted by a physician or any other person. Physicians may care to check specific details such as drug doses and contraindications, etc., in standard sources prior to clinical application. This material might contain recommendations/guidelines developed by other organizations. Please note that although these guidelines might be included, this does not necessarily imply the endorsement by the AAFP.
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The content of my material/presentation in this CME activity will not include discussion of unapproved or investigational uses of products or devices.

The views expressed are those of the authors and do not reflect the position or policy of the Department of Veterans Affairs or other government agency.
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Learning Objectives

1. Practice applying new knowledge and skills gained from Integrating Behavioral Health into Primary Care sessions, through collaborative learning with peers and expert faculty.

2. Identify strategies that foster optimal management of behavioral health conditions within the context of professional practice.

3. Formulate an action plan to implement practice changes, aimed at improving patient care.
Consider this Patient:
Maria Casey: 40 year old female, married, stay-at-home mom; routine follow-up; last seen by diabetes clinic 2 weeks ago, A1Cs are well controlled, hx of migraine headaches

Would This Patient Benefit From Integrated Behavioral Health Services?
• Yes
• No
Consider this Patient:
Jackson Black: 70 yo male, married, full-time business owner; establishing care; hx of bipolar dx; requesting medication refill from Abilify and off meds for several months

Would This Patient Benefit From Integrated Behavioral Health Services?
• Yes
• No

Consider this Patient:
Zoe Sampson: 26 yo female, married, works part-time; 6 kids; pre-hypertensive; BMI=30; trouble sleeping

Would This Patient Benefit From Integrated Behavioral Health Services?
• Yes
• No
Consider this Patient:
Drew Caney: 32 yo male, married, unemployed; outbreak of a rash on his body; frequently comes to clinic (you have seen him monthly for various medical complaints)

Would This Patient Benefit From Integrated Behavioral Health Services?
• Yes
• No

Summarizing the Results

Mental Health
Substance Use

Chronic Disease
Behavioral

Functional

Family
Contextual
Do you currently have access to an embedded behavioral health provider in your clinic?

- Yes
- No

Do you currently have access to care management for depression or other mental health conditions?

- Yes
- No
Do you currently have a relationship with some community behavioral health providers?

- YES
- NO

What Condition Does Your Team Have a Clinical Pathway Established Involving Multiple Members of the PC Team?
(if more than 1, just choose favorite)

- Hypertension
- Diabetes
- Depression
- Obesity
Acknowledgment
Different Ways You Can Integrate Behavioral Health Into Primary Care

“Believe me, fellows, everyone from the Pharaoh on down is an equally valued member of the team.”
IBH REQUIRES TEAMWORK

Some Elements that Both Facilitate and Hinder Essential Elements of Teamwork

Communication

Trust & Respect

Coordination

Collaboration
STEP 1:

If you have a service: You & Your Team Need to Fully Understand What YOUR Integrated Behavioral Health Service Can Do

If you don’t have a service: You & Your Team can Reach Out to Local BH providers and see What You Can Set Up

Checklist Can Help Initiate that Discussion

Focuses on 1 or More Specific Groups of Patients or More Broad?

What do they provide for that specific group?

Focuses on 1 or More Specific Groups of Patients or More Broad?
SMALL GROUP ACTIVITY

“Integrated Behavioral Healthcare”
How is it different than primary care clinic with access to specialty mental health clinic?

• Role of a PCP
• Role of a Nurse
• Role of a BHP
How to Utilize Integrated Behavioral Health Service in Your Daily Clinical Practice?

Option #1: Team Briefing

- Focus on a specific clinical pathway
- Have the Full Teamlet, including the behavioral health provider present
- Discuss roles in the process and how to communicate with one another at various transitional points
What do you see?

Option #2: When you huddle or review your patients for the day/morning, begin to scrub IPC issues

8am - Douglas Shaw
8:30am - Irving Nunez
9:00 - Sarah Maldonado
10:00 - Lisa Garrett
What does this morning’s schedule of patients look like?

8am - Douglas Shaw
8:30am - Irving Nunez
9:00 - Sarah Maldonado
10:00 - Lisa Garrett

What do I remember about these patients off the top of my head?

Things that come to mind by just seeing the names

8am - Douglas Shaw
8:30am - Irving Nunez
9:00 - Sarah Maldonado
10:00 – Lisa Garrett

This patient is very familiar to me – a “frequent flyer”

This patient struggles with treatment adherence
I DON’T remember this patient?

8am - Douglas Shaw
8:30am - Irving Nunez
9:00 - William Maldonado
9:30am - Alton Manning
10:00 – Lisa Garrett

Let’s look at the “cover page” for his medical chart as well as my last note.

What to look for in the medical chart or last note:

- No recent mental health visits
- No current meds for mental health
- Active mental health diagnosis
A Majority of Patients Could Benefit

Success Also Depends On How You Discuss the BHP with a Patient
Example: IPC Mantras for PC Team

It sounds like this is a difficult time for you, there is someone on our primary care team that has really helped my other patients. Is it alright if I see if he/she is available and he/she can describe how she can specifically help.

Example: IPC Mantras for PC Team

There is a member on our primary care team that knows a lot about __________. Even if you don’t end up deciding to change, I have seen lots of patients benefit from briefly talking with her/him. Is it alright if I see if he/she is available?
Example: IPC Mantras for PC Team for Collaborative Care

There are members on our primary care team that call patients regularly to check on how they are doing and sometimes offer suggestions on how to help for a period of time. If things get worse, they will notify me and then I can call you up and see if you might want to come in to talk about something else to do.

Let’s Put It All Together
Contact Information

Andy Valeras DO, MPH, FAAFP
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Jennifer S. Funderburk, PhD
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Questions
Resources/Supplemental Material

- [www.cfha.net](http://www.cfha.net)
- [https://aims.uw.edu](https://aims.uw.edu)
- [www.sbm.org](http://www.sbm.org)

Integrated Primary Care Special Interest Group